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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXVI.

BREVITY is the soul of wit we are told on too gooa
authority t~ _deny, and though th-is term is satis

factory with regard to the former, yet with the latter we
cannot see that it has yet had any connection. _ Our _
conclusion is therefore that it is the dread exception which
proves the ru~e, and surely it l/((s been exceptional ill more
ways than one. _

The uppermost thought in our minds at. present is the
ravages of ol~r ;Pink Plagues, which rival in fiercelless even
the dreaded ;Sl~ck. Death of the :Jliddle Ages. People have.
de:-lcended in the morning apparently :oall~ (in budy) ana, of:

. a surlden, their place knew them no more: they have been
stricken down. and· reIontlessly depol ted by. the_gtey-hcadcd
Charon with his three-wheeled coracle to the dread land of
Muirotanas, whose portals cut off its ,,'an inmates from
converse with their sorrowing friends. Even the terrors of
the French Revolution find a parallel here: one has but to
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breath the rumour that So-and-so has shown signs of the
treacherous disease, when he at once becomes a suspect,
and the next day, his name is found on the list of victims.

But from the lamentation over the multitude, we
must turn to the regret for one: we refer to the resignation
of Mr. Hegan. May we be the first to express the sorrow of
ourselves and Shirburnians in general at his retirement
from the Sherborne staff.

And now our heartiest congratulations to G. Bennett
upon his success at Oxford,-though no official report has
yet published the exltct extent of it,-and also to J. C.
Gurney upon his Exhibition at Worcester College, though
his success is but the fore-runner, we feel sure, of even
greater laurels next year. Nor must we restrain our wishes
of success from P. A. T. Simey and those who have been
up for more vital, if less distinguished examination.

And finally we must congratulate P. E. H. Parry-Jones
and the Outhouse 'I'eam (King's, Carey's, and Bell's) upon
their success in the 'I'hreo-Cock, though we must respectfully
remind the winning House that this Cup was not intentioned
for their own peculiar use, since in this Match during the
last seven seasons, victory has fallen to them no less than
six times.

The Treasurer of the Games Committee wishes to
express his thanks for the following donation towards
Sports prizes :-Mrs. J. Blanch, 2 guineas; also to F. J. B.
Wingfield Digby, Esq., for his annual subscription to the
School Games Fund.
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Dire pestilence has been hanging over our heads like
a noisome cloud; everyone suspected his fellow as carrying
some fatal contamination. No man might tell whether he
who to-day was fleetest in the field, would not lie to-morrow
a mottled victim on a bed of sickness. '1'0 secure warriors
to do battle for the various houses with curved mace and
striped corselet, captains ,,'ere at their wits' end. On
Saturday the 25th towards the close of the after1l0011 as the
School was returning from the Point-to-Point, a hideous
wraith was seen, apparently symbolical of starvation; slowly
approaclling the '5th'; cryillg with fiendish delight, 'io
tuimphe.' So this is the end to which we have come; 'Di
meliora piis erroremque hostibus ilIum! '

Yet not withstanding the plagues, (which the blessed
favour of Asclepius has prevented from being in any case at
all serious). ~'he opening words of our last Acta are still
not inappropriate. Our champions, "'ho we sent forth to
uphold the glory of Callicr€me on the banks of !sis, have
proved themselves truly worthy of the high charge laid
upon them. Our ungrudging felicitations be freely poui-ed
out upon them and their preceptors, whose combined and
arduous efforts have proved that good may even come of
what was called in bygone factious days, the Modern Side.

Burring the enforced idleness of a succession of wet
days, the Oorps has been as active as ever. A very
interesting sham fight took place by the kindness of the
squire, in the park. 'rhe operations being carried out solely

by the N.O.O.s. Our best thanks are due £01' the squire's
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hospitality and the gracIOus intention he afterwards
expressed. The Field Day on Salisbury Plain also took
place in spite of the infection now rife in most of the
schools; the ingenious authorities having imagined the
happy expedient of so arranging the battalions as to
correspond as far as possible with the diseases. Though
perhaps not exceptionally instructive, the day was quite
enjoyable although we experienced a few showers; and it
may be said that the Corps returned very well satisfied at
least with the recreation the event provided. We believe
that this is the first time that on an occasion of this kind
the Corps has sent up two companies, which was easily
done in spite of the numbers of those who were' hors de
combat.' Let us also congratulate Captain Dunkin on his
handling of the battalion during this operation. Royal
invitations have been received by us in connection with the
Coronation, but as to the details of this and the foregoing
events we must leave their relation to a more competent
pen.

Many other important things have happened since last
we set forth in turgid diction our trimestrial annals; but
while these notable achievements were being scored on
margent green and margined parchment, we slept the sleep
of the wicked who have disturbed the peace of the just.
Wherefore our silence be our shame.

But before we exhaust our muddy stream of bombast
in the sands of ignorance; let us churn our waters into
some semblance of white and exultant foam, that we may
hail, however inadequately, with billows of felicitation, the
latest scion of the thrice-illustrious house of Carey.
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With this our elation ceases. Amid the mmmms of
discontent and the terrors of disease, with a feeling of
incompleteness we have ceased before the time. The
remnant of those who have survived or hitherto withstood
the plague have flown to their unexpecting hearths with the
prospect of their succumbing on the fatal Monday. Ye
have gone, glad to escape from that which will overtake
you, or grieved to depart when to stay was a tedious
mockery; all we congratulate on the day of your departure,
for was it not the Festival of Fools!

SCHOOL NEWS.

G. Bennett has accepted a Demyship at Magdalen College,
Oxford.

J. C. Gurney has qualified for an exhibition at \Vorcester
College, Oxford.

The following have been presented with their 2nd XV
Colours:

N. M. Hoskins
A. T. Hitch
C. T. Freeman
J. C. Gurney
E. G. Bramall
A. Tozer
N. G. Crawhall
M. J. Morrison
G, Y. Blair
D. Vosper
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A copy of Ayres' Cricket Companion has been recently
submitted to our notice. The work, it would appear, has
obtained the approval of many high authorities, both in the
world of cricket and elsewhere. vVe ourselves are bound to say
that it seems very interesting, and feel that we can safely
recommend those interested in cricket who have hitherto been
ignorant of the existence- of this work, to secure a copy, for the
modest sum of sixpence.

FOOTBALL.

SENIOR.

FIRST ROUND.

KING'S v. DUNKINS.

This match was played en the Lower on Saturday,
February 25th, in very bad weather. Dunkin's won the toss,
and Mason kicked off against the wind. King's pressed
practically incessantly and Dunkin's only got away once, when
Page scored. Tries were scored by Simey (5), Lot! (1), and
Saxon (1), three of which were converted. Play stopped at
half-time leaving King's winners by 27-5.

CAREY'S v. DENSLY'S.

Played on the Thirds on \iVedncsday, the 22nd February,
Carey's were at a disadvantage during the first half owing to
wind and rain in their faces and eventually sun for a few
minutes. In the second half Bensly's had the disadvantage of
the sun. Bensly's won the toss, and Millar kicked off for
Carey's towards Yeovil. Carey's immediately rushed to
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Bensly's twenty-five, where their forwards took the ball from a
grovel to the line and Eensly's touched down. Eeckton
following up the drop out secured the ball and found touch in
Carey's twenty-five. Eensly's pressed hard, but Freeman
obtained the ball and made a dash for Eensly's twenty-five,
however his attempt was frustrated, for he was collared.
Immediately afterwards, Freeman again obtained the ball, and
just failed to score being collared in touch on the line near the
right touch-flag. Soon after, in their own twenty-five Eensly's
were off-side round the grovel, and Carey's were given a free
kick; Webb mi. attempted to drop a goal, but the ball was
charged down. Carey's proceeded to press in a series of rushes,
which were unavailing, and Eensly's forced on their attack;
however, Frisby ma. found touch. Carey's three-quarters then
got the ball; it reached Freeman and he scored. The kick failed
(3-0). After the drop-out Carey's began to press, but Eensly's
forwards in their turn made a rush, and Eeckton, cleverly inter
cepting a pass, ran and found touch in Carey's twenty-five. The
game proceeded at the same fast rate, the hall now at this end,
now at that. Soon Jenkins picked up in Eensly's twenty-five,
and scored between the posts. \Vebb mi. converted (8-0). But
Bensly's were nor beaten yet, and there followed exciting play
near Carey's line; then \Vatkins picked up and, scrambling
over the line, scored between the posts. The kick was un
successful (8-3)' There was a man offside in the drop-out, and
so a grovel ensued. A few minutes after Carey's were again
offside, this time round the scrum in their own twenty-five.
Eensly's were given a free kick. Nichols attempted to drop a
goal, but missed, Eensly's being also offside; there was accord
ingly a grovel. After a few minutes the sun appeared, in the
eyes of Carey's. Eeckton then made a run and nearly scored;
a little after he was successful in his attack after a dribble, and
Nichols convert~d (8-8). With the game in this exciting con·
dition, the whistle blew for half-time.

After the interval Krause kicked off for I3ensly's, and
immediately Carey's were put on the defensive; the issue of the
game was doubtful. And now there was fierce play on Carey:s
line; they made valiant efforts to take the ball out of theIr
twenty five, and eventually Swabey brought relief with a kick and
play followed about the half-way line. Soon Beckto? and
vVatkins got on the move, but were pulled down. Agam the
ball was on Carey's line, and Bensly's were penalised for picking
up in the grovel. A man was offside on the kick, and there was
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a grovel; Carey's then made a rush, and, after some three
qi.larter work, Jenkins scored between the posts. vVebb mi.
converted (13-8). After good three-quarter passing Crowther
scored; the kick failed (16-8). Soon after Bensly's very
nearly scored, and for some time Carey's were on the defensive,
Then Carey's three-quarters got the ball and Crowther scored
again. \Vebb mi. converted (21-8). Bensly's again pressed,
and just failed to score. Soon after the whistle blew for time.

SECOND ROUND.

BENSLY'S v. DUNKIN'S.

This match, played on the' Third' on February 25th, was
won by Bensly's by 23 points to 3.

Bensly's started pressing- from the kick-off, and after about
ten minutes' play, Nichols scored after a good run. The kick
failed (3-0). A moment later the same player was in again;
this try also was unconverted (6-0). Dunkin's now made a
good rush, and Hurt was collared on the line by Frost; after
some vigorous play Page scored; the kick failed (6-3).

Immediately after half-time, Bensly's pressed and Llewellin
scored after a fine dribble; not converted (9-3). Beckton then
ran through from half-way and scored; Nichols missed the kick
(12-3). Dunkin's now rallied and there was some hard play at
half-way, but at length Heckton scored again after a long run;
Frost converted (17-3). Bensly's pressed hard, and Dandridge
and Hoskins were brought down when nearly over; at length
two more tries were added by Frost and Derrick, but neither
converted, bringing the final score to 23-3.

For the losers Burt, Vacher and Cox were prominent, and
for the winners Beckton and Watkins of the outsides, and
Krause, Hoskins, Dandridge and Frost among the forwards.

KING'S v. CAREY'S.

This match was played on the Lower on Saturday, the
25th February.· King's winning the toss, Carey's kicked off
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towards Yeovil, against the wind. King's got going immediately,
and a certain try was only prevented by a pass forward. Lott ma,
then obtained the ball and scored; Simey converted (5-0).
Simey then scored and converted his own try (ID-O). Soon
after Lott ma. kicked to Carey's line, but the ball was touched
down. Simey again scored and converted his try (IS-a).
Carey's now took the ball to King's twenty-five, where Crowther
got going, but was pulled down, and almost immediately after
Freeman scored and Webb mi. converted (IS-S)' A few
minutes later Crowther scored from half-way; the kick failed
(IS-8). Play then came into Carey's twenty-five, where Lott
got the ball and scored; Simey converting (20-8). From now
till half-time the play was mostly in Carey's twenty-five, and
four tries were scored for King's, three by Lott and one by
Simey, one being unconverted (38-8). Half-time.

Soon after resuming play, Lott gave the ball to Simey,
who scored, and was successful with the kick (43-8). After the
kick off, the same performance was repeated (48-8). Soon
after Swabey got away, feinted and kicked across; and
Crowther, scrambling on to the ball, scored; the tly was
converted (48-13). Carey's then just failed to score again, the
ball being carried over. After a little, Carey's three-quarters
got going, but Simey intercepted a pass and scored: the kick
was successful (S3-13). Soon after, Simey again intercepted,
but was collared by Freeman. However he scored again soon
and converted his t~y (S8-13)' After the kick King's again
pressed, but Dixon relieved with a good kick, beyond half-way,
and soon after Swabey found touch in King's twenty-five.
Jenkins then picked up and scored, and Webb mi. converted
(S8-18). King's then made a rush to Carey's line, but the ball
was touched down. Then vVebb mi. dropped out to King's
line where the ball was in turn touched down. Kings were
soon pressing again, and Lott was held up on the line. The
whistle then blew for time, leaving King's victorious by 58
points to 18.

THREE·COCK.

This match was played on Saturday, March 4th, the
ground being in splendid condition. Parry-Jones won the toss
and defended the National School end, the School House played
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against the wind. Neither side was at full strength, the House
being without Lewis, CaU and Van cler Byl, the School lacking
the services of Millar, Freeman and Blair. Kingstone kicked
off for the School House, and central play ensued. The football
at the commencement was very scrappy, but the Out-houses
soon got a footing in their opponents' twenty-five and after
several grovels Bramall slung the ball out to Simey, who made
a dash for the line and then sent Gurney over, making him a
beautiful opening: this after six minutes play; the kick failed
(3-0). From the kick-off the House immediately pressed,
and after several promising movements had been checked by
good tackling on the part of Lott and Beckton, Carr sent
Coleman over with a splendid effort; Carr failed with the
kick, thus bringing the score level (3-3). From this point the
'footer' improved considerably, both sides settling down. The
School grovel gained possession nine times out of ten, but the
handling was too slow and mechanical to score, especially as the
School House were defending very stubbornly. Good kicking
by Carr and fierce foot-work by the House forwards prevented
a score for about twenty minutes, but then Simey scored perhaps
the best try of the match, going over in the left hand corner,
the ball having travelled from the right touch-line. He failed
to majorise however (6-3). The School still pressed, though
twice Coleman threatened danger. Five minutes from half
time Mason led a rush into his opponent's territory, and from
the ensuing grovel Bramall slipped round the blind side and
went over. Simey failed to convert (9~3). Half-time came a
few minutes after.

From the resumption the House went off with a typical
burst, but Bramall drove them back with a sound kick into
touch; however, Lott and Parry-Jones both had to relieve with
screw kicks before the House forwards were finally repulsed.
Coleman had an opening, but lost it by hesitating, and two
minutes after wac; brought down very nicely by vVatkins. The
School often threatened, but the handling was very faulty, the
passes going behind their men. This improved however as
time went on and Simey scored a characteristic try on the
extreme left, converting it himself (14-3). The House played
desparately at this point, relieving with forward rushes, but
Lott almost invariably checked them and set his three-quarters
in motion. School pressed hard after this and from a series of
grovels on the House line, Parry-Jones slipped over, Simey
failing with the kick (IJ-3). Carr and Coleman set up a
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vigorous attack after the kick-off, and North and Kingstone
headed several rushes, but all of them came to nothing, Beckton,
Lott and Watkins tackling very well. From a grovel on the
half-way line Parry-Jones dribbled into the House twenty-five
and from the ensuing scrum Simey sent Mason over, failing
with the kick (20-3). Coleman had an opening after this, but
Carr preferred to kick. Beckton next cut through on the right
and cross-kicked with excellent judgement. Parry-Jones went
over with a try, but all the credit was due to Beckton who
timed his kick excellently. Simey added the major points
(25-3). No-side was very near, but just before the end
Nichols gave Corfe the slip and went over with a pretty
effort, though too far out for Simey to convert. This was the
extent of the scoring and the Out-houses were left winners by
28 points to 3.

It was rather a disappointing game, for neither side ,vas at
full strength and several of those playing were not fit. The
football reached quite a high standard at times. Mention must
be made of Simey and Lott for the winners and Carr and
Coleman for the House. Lott played splendidly, always getting
his three-quarters on the move and Bramall was very good in
defence, but rather slow. As was expected the House grovel
was out-weighted and out-played, but they seemed to be greatly
lacking in that 'Ere' and 'devil' which one expects from a
House pack. Both backs were very good indeed.

Out-houses-E. Parry-Jones, P. A. T. Simey, I. N. :Mason,
R. C. Lott, H. Beckton, E. H. Krause, N. M. Hoskins, A. T.
Kitch, J. C. Gurney, E. G. Bramall, \V. lVI. Robertson, R. H.
Shears, E. C. F. Baker, J. R. \Vatkins, A. A. P. Nichols.

School House-A. \V. Carr, C. D. Coleman, J. J. Kingstone,
A. Tozer, N. G. Crawhall, M. J. l\lorrison. D. Vosper, C. Corfe,
L. J. Hooper, H. S. Powell, E. S. North, R. Moore, E. G. B.
Fenn, T. A. Collot, L. H. Sweet.

CHARACTERS OF THE XV
(19 IO-II).

P. E. H. PARRY-JONES (1g08-g-IO-II). An excellent
Captain-none better-both on and off the field. Is really good
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at the line-out, and tackles low and hard. If he overcomes his
weakness-and it is not insurmountable-in open play, he will
make a first-class forward.

C. D. GULLICK (Igog-IO-II). Transformed himself this
season-because the side needed the change-from a useful
half into a more than useful forward. His dribbling is
recommended to younger players throughout the School for
imitation.

P. A. T. SIMEY (IgOg-IO-I I). Quite one of the most brilliant
wing three-quarters-in attack-the School has produced.
With greater robustness and a safer tackle should rise high in
the football world.

1. N. MASON (IgOg-IO-II). A strong and vigorous forward
who plays very hard, yet has never excelled in a close and
dashing dribble. Good at the line-out.

A. W. CARR (IgOg-IO-II). Possessing most of th~ qualifi
cations essential for a really good centre, has not yet become
one. Lacks unaccountably the sense of the joy of battle-and
his wing has suffered accordingly.

H. S BECKTON (Igog-Io-rr). The exigencies of the side
set him among the forwards, where he had no superior in the
latter part of the season, using his strength and P51ce to great
advantage.

R. C. LOTT (IgIO-II). A distinctly good and attractive
stand-off half. With greater variety in' attack and improvement
in physique will be worth a place in most teams.

G. V. SPURWAY (IgIO-II). Yet another player, whose
mediocrity in outside play is forgotten in the soundness of his
honest forward work. Proved most useful in tight scrimmages
and tackling opposing outsides.

G. MANSFIELD (I9IO-II). Owned no showy qualities, but
was a useful and hard-working forward, and thereby invaluable
to the XV. • .

A. E. BURT (I9IO-II). A keen and plucky player, who
improved this season out of all recognition. Worked the
scrums quickly and neatly, and made excellent openings.
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H. BECKTON (rgIO.II). Failed through pardonable ner.
vousness to do himself justice at full back in tackling and in
nursing his forwards. Greatly improved in fielding.

D. BAXTER (IgIO.II). A greatly improved wing three
quarter. Very fast and a respectable tackler, but not a good
touch-finder.

V. M. ADAMSON (IgIO-II). A strong and plucky centre;
sound in defence, but rarely seemed on terms of cordiality with
his wing.

G. D. COLEMAN (IgIO-II). Shews distinct promise, either
as a forward or (more probably) as a wing three-quarter. Very
fast and strong, but must learn not to snap at his passes.

J. G. MILLAR (IgIO·II). A keen and honest forward, but
his play in the open was often conspicuously absent.

THE SOPHISTS.

On February 25th, the Society read the latter part of the
, Merry Wives of Windsor.'

On March 11th a Debate took place on the Parliament
Bill. H. G. Hughes, supported by the Rev. W. J. Bensly,
upheld the government; C. K. Muspratt, seconded by M. M.
Carus-Wilson, opposed. Like too many of our debates, the
arguments were on one side, the votes on the other. The motion
before the House was: 'That this House is in favour of the
passing of the Parliament Bill without amendment.'

H. G. HUGHES traced the National Parliament from the
old Saxon assembly of the nobles and all the freemen. He
pointed out that the exclusion of the freemen was a Norman
innovation, and that for the last century at least the Lords had
ceased to be the influential men of the realm altogether. The
existing House of Lords hampered legislation, held particularly
one-sided views, and were in fact an obsolete factor in constitu
tional government. .
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C. K. MUSPRATT contended that the provIsIOns of the bill
in reality nullified the power of the Lords to veto effectively any
proposals oUhe lower House; and was also at pains to shew
that it was impossible that any elected body could be really
democratic, and that the passing of the bill would remove the
chief existing check on an assembly of oligarchs.

REV. W. J. BENSLY dealt with the various provisions of the
bill in order. The proposal to limit the power of the Lords'
Veto was just. In spite of the overwhelming majority of the
Liberals in 1905, they had persistently opposed their chief
measures against the will of the nation. Two years, as the
proposer had pointed out, was sufficient time to ascertain the
will of the nation. The proposal to reform the Upper House,
the Lords themselves did not refuse as unjust; but effectually
to carry out such a reform the veto must first be weakened and
time must be taken. To refuse the Lords the right to interfere
with money bills was but to pass into law the accepted custom
of generations. The reduction of the duration of Parliaments
to five years was quite reasonable, the longinquity of the
Septennial Act was an accident, and after seven years the
Commons were often out of sympathy with the nation. The
proposals of the Opposition to remedy the existing inequality
were either not acted upon or impracticable. The Lords never
vetoed their legislation, and so for the Unionists to reform them
was unnecessary.

M. M. CARUS-WILSON pointed out that the bill practically
abolished the power of the second chamber, and was, moreover,
primarily set on foot by the Nationalists of Ireland, who openly
avowed their neglect of imperial interests, but on whom the
Liberals largely relied for their authority. Was it the part of a
patriotic Englishman to sweep away the time-honoured constitu
tion, which was the pride of the British race and the model for
the world?

The motion was then put before the House.

P. E. SIMMONS enlarged .on the dangers of the introduction
of Socialism by a. single chamber.

G. M. CORNISH contended that the Referendum was a truly
democratic method of ascertaining the nation's will, and would
easily settle any difficulty between the two Houses,
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F. R. EAGAR stated that he had come with an unbiassed
mind and considered that the bill would abolish the veto of the
Lords and bring about single-chamber legislation.

MR. G. O'HANLoN protested that, in spite of the remarks of
the opposer, it was not an accident that the Liberals brought in
the bill, because the Lords always let any bill through that was
proposed by the Unionists, while they consistently opposed all
Liberal legislation, whether it had the will of the nation behind
it or not. Socialism was a danger only of the very remote
future, and the Liberals were not really the servants ot the
, Dictator' Redmond.

Summing up, C. K. MUSPRATT said that, even if the power
of the second chamber was eventually to be restored when it had
been reformed, the delay must be long, as the hon. seconder of
proposition had said. Meanwhile, single-chamber legislation
must exist, which was very dangerous and must weaken the
position of England in the world in general, owing to the
unstable condition of the constitution. His remarks on the
'accident' had only been made to make a prejudiced audience
more amenable to the views of the proposers.

H. G. H UGHES recapitul'1ted the arguments previously
made for the Government. The tendency was to return to the
ancient democratic constitution to the exclusion of the usurped
authority of the Lords. But, besides this accidentally retro
gressive movement, the time has now passed for hereditary
oligarchy. The statement of the hon. opposer, that the Lords
always followed their leaders who were among the greatest
thinkers in the country, was not borne out in practise.

The House then divided, and the motion was found to be
lost by 13 votes to 7.

LECTURES.

MICRELANGELO BUONARROTI: HIS LIFE AND TBfES.

On Thursday, l\1arch 9th, ~1r. Hudson, A.R.C.A., gave a
lecture on ' Michelangelo: his life and times.' It was illustrated
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by nearly a hundred lantern slides of work byhim and other
Italian artists, several of the slides having been specially pre
pared for this lecture from the original works.

Michelangelo Buonarroti, painter, sculptor, architect,
engineer, poet and patriot, was born near Florence, the city of
art, on March 6th, 1475, about the time of the highest develop
ment of Italian art. The' dark ages' ended in Italy in the
XIIIth centnry, and the paintings of the Greel" Roman and
Byzantian artists were soon snrpassed by that of the Italian
school of Cimabue and Giotto, &c. Early in the XVth century
the Rennaissance developed, and, while the English and French
were consumed in foreign and civil war, Italy was producing
the greatest artistic triumphs of the modern world. Ghiberti
moulded his Gates of the Baptistery at Florence, said by Michel
angelo to be fit to be the Gates of Paradise; Donatello set forth
his 51. Get)rge; the Della Robbias fashioned their earthen
plaques; Brunelleschi raised the dome of the Cathedral at
Florence. Then came Leonardo da Vinci, who spent his time
making experiments and studying expressions. And while the
greal Raphael was peacefully painting his immortal Madonnas,
to crown and complete this great group, to surpass his contem
poraries in every branch of their art came, in all his power and
strenuous energy, Michelangelo Buonarroti.

He was brought up in Florence, and apprenticed to
Guirlandajo, and there attracted the notice of Lorenzo the
Magnificent, greatest of all patrons ot art, who took him into
his own family. Artists, poets, musicians, statesmen, philoso
phers formed Lorenzo's court in the fair city by the Arno. But
after fonr years, the happiest in Michelangelo's life, Lorenzo
died, and his family soon after was expelled from Florence by
the citizens. The artist fled to Venice, then to Bologna, then
returned to Florence. At Florence he made the colossal David
out of a piece of marble abando~ed by other artists. His fame
reached Rome, whither he went for five ~'ears, executing among
other things the beautiful Pieta and the Cupid which is now in
the Victoria and Albert Museum. Pope Julius n. engaged him
to make a splendid tomb for himself, but being both fiery men
of high intellect, they frequently quarrelled, till Michelangelo
returned to Florence in disgust. After a time the quarrel was
made up, but by this time the pope had given up the idea of a
tomb for rebuilding the cathedral of St. Peter, and had boldly
pulled down the historic basilica. Michelangelo was set to
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paint the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel,and this work, which took
four years, is the greatest triumph of his art. The decoration
consists of a series of scenes from the Old Testament; around
these are colossal figures of prophets and Sibyls, and around and
among them crowds of men in various attitudes and emotions.
The whole is in a rich, harmonious colouring. Michelangelo
was a master of the nude; all his figures tend towards a magni
ficent muscular ideal, strong as his own will, strenuous as his
own intellect. Even his children are over-muscular: in the
subsidiary figures emotion is revealed, not in expression of face,
but of muscle; his studies leave the face rough, the muscles of
the body carefully finished.

Michelangelo was employed by the famous Leo X. in
Florence; when the city was besieged by the Medici, he threw
in his lot with it, and fortified the walls and churches. The city
fell, but Clement VII., then pope, though a Medici, empluyed
Michelangelo to make the tombs of the Medici in San Lorenzo,
with 1heir refined architectural setting and figures allegorical,
which really represent the fall of the proud historic city. For
eight years he was employed in painting the Last Judgment
above the Altar of the Sistine Chapel; then he gave himself up
to architecture, and designed the Farnese Palace and
other works at Rome. His last and perhaps most famous
work now began, when his designs were chosen in
preference to those of other great architects of his time, for
the Dome and middle part of the new Cathedral of S1. Peter
at Rome.

Inspired by Brunelleschi's dome over the Duomo at Florence
Michelangelo built here that greatest of all domes, one worthy
of the centre of Christendom. Soon after this, being an old
man, he died on February 18th, 1564. His tomb was designed
by Vasari, and placed in the church of Santa Croce, the \Vest
minster Abbey of Florence, next to the tomb of Dante, where,
when the great West doors are opened, he can see the dome of
the Duomo, which he loved so well.

DRAWING.

On Saturday, March nth, in the \Vestcott Art School, a
paper was read to the art students on Drawing by 1\1r. R. Harris,
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Art Master of S1. Paul's School. Mr. Harris, in his paper, said
that drawing is an universal and graphic language. Everybody
can learn to draw, just as eyerybody can learn to write. Every
body can sufficiently train his eye and hand to be able to make
good drawings of objects. Drawing is not an art which
consists only in dexterity of hand, or in the power of imagina
tion, but in the training of the eye to obserye things and of the
memory and hand working together to record them. Not
everybody can be an artist, but everybody can draw. Drawing
strengthens the power of observation: it makes people observe
and remember what things are like. Seeing, that is, so as to take
in every detail, is a faculty, which must be trained as must every
other faculty. Drawing so combines the work of the hand and
brain and eye that it is most valuable in education.

The first thing a student learns is drawing in outline: this
teaches him the forms and proportions of things, teaches him to
draw them accurately. Then he gets on to light and shade.
Lines do not exist in nature, except as boundaries of colours:
and the relation and position of colours can be rendered by light
and shade. The part of an object which a light shines npon is
light: the opposite side is dark, but the shadow cast on another
object is darker still. The tone of the grey also varies according
to the colour of the object. When drawing a thing in pencil, the
relations of all these greys must be considered. In a pencil land
scape there will be three planes-distance, light and grey-middle
distance, deep and grey-foreground, black, white and grey. The
distance will have delicate shading, the foreground coarse shad
ing. This will make the foreground and the distance appear in
their proper relation, it will give aerial perspective. When the
student has learnt line and shadow, he might go on to modelling
and carving.

Nobody ought to be bored with drawing. Art should be
brought into everything, and thus double the interest of every
thing. \Ve should look for and find or make beauty in every
thing, humble or sublime, as the Greeks did. Drawing teaches
taste. Taste must be cultivated: no man is considered educated
if he has bad taste, and drawing cultivates taste. Lastly, by
drawing things yourself, you get to understand the difficulties of
'In artist's work, and you can appreciate it. D:awing beautiful
things make you notice beautiful things all around. Drawing
makes us know the· beauty. of nature. Drawing compels
curiosity, then attention, admiration, awe, reverence, and these
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culminate in that wonderful group of ideas symbolized by the
word' Adoration.'

IN REGIOSAXUM.

Terrigenas alta despectas fronte gigantes.
Clara tibi data sunt praemia militiae.

At cur altitonans medio certamine foHis
dum socios cogis, uox stupet atque crepit?

Cuiusque ingenium faustum tibi fingere nomen
aeternUlll potuit, Regiosaxe, gruem ?

MART: IUN:

T,BE PLAGUE
(A DELiRIOUS DECLA~IATION).

For this horrid innovation
\Vhich has struck our generation

vVith a grievous irritation and with colours most artistical,
\Ve deny all approbation,
For it spoils the next vacation

And will mock our resignation, while it makes us pessimisticaI.

\V e gi ve prognostication
That the coming Coronation

\Vith its loyal demonstration, and its Lords and Ladies orthodox
\Vill need organisation
Far oeyond our mensuration

To make it a sensatioll,-and yet ward off the chicken-pox.

Now our choral festivation
Has been stopped by the formation

Of a serious combination 'twixt the germs and beasts microbable
And except by deportation
Or complete regeneration

The immediate frustration of the measles is improvable,
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To finish this ovation
(Which is not a bad quotation,

But the simple restoration of a :neasles-patient's sufferings)
. 'Ve advise the cultivation

Of good humour in the nation
Which (in real self-commendation) is quite proof against these

dufferings.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

On Wednesday, March 1st. A party of about "30 members
of the Society visited Cadbury. Mr. \Vildman conducted
the party round Cadbury Hill, by the kindness of the owner
and the tenant. The hill is one of the principal claimants
to be Arthur's Camelot. The name survives in the villages
at its foot, whether this is so or not, Cadbury Hill was
a Celtic stronghold of almost unassailable strength surrounded
on three sides by marsh land. The inner circle of fortification
was built by the Romans. Near Cadbury was a Palaeolithic
settlement and on a near hill was fought the battle of the Kings
in which the Saxon finally conquered all this part.

After this the party visited North Cadbury Church, a large
and stately building, the church of a college of priests founded
in 1460. The church is spacious and well proportioned and
has a very fine roof and porches; the carving on the pew ends
is extremely natural and interesting. As the date of the
excursion had to be changed the party was unable to avail
themselves of Colonel Kelly's kind invitation to visit the Manor
House, a very fine example of the Jacobean period with an
incongruous modern front.

South Cadbury Church was also visited.

On Saturday, March 4th, C. K. Muspratt gave a lecture
on Ancient Egypt. The lecture was in two parts; first a
description of the manners and customs of the people, and
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second, an outline of the history with lantern slides illustrating
the contemporary remains.

The first part commenced with a description of the various
races composing the Egyptian Nation, Libyans, Negroes,
Mesopotamians, and lastly Punites who entered the country
and set up their dynasty rather less than 7,000 years ago.
Then followed an account of the social life, the administration,
the army and navy, the religion and the temples.

The second part dealt with the history which divides itself
into the following periods: first the Old Kingdom, B.C.4970-3335,
dynasties a-VI inclusive, which period saw the pyramid builders
and the height of Eygptian art under the IV dynasty.
Then the Middle Kingdom a period of confusion and even
perhaps foreign-dominion ending with the XI dynasty with fine
coffins and partial restoration of order, and the great and
prosperous XII dynasty, 2778-2565, this period was succeeded
by the feeble XIII and XIV dynasties the latter of which suffered
the great irruption of the Hyksos from Syria and Arabia, 20g8.
The Hyksos kings kept the kings of the XV and XVI dynasties
as petty princes for taxing purposes; the latter part of the XVII
saw the decline of the Hyksos and the commencement of their
expulsion which was completed by the XVIII, 1587-1328, the
later kings of which dynasty established an empire in the
Levant, and were the most brilliant and powerful of the
Pharaohs; this dynasty was weakened towards its end by the
obstinate and unpopular sun-worshipping kings. After this
Egypt slowly declined; the imperial XVIII, was succeeded by
the gorgeous but decaying XIX, 1318-1202, during which the
Israelities who had entered during the Hyksos' occupation, left
the country. Then followed a slow deterioration with the
temporary revival under the Ethiopian and Saite conquerors.
The XVI, 664-525, was the last powerful native dynasty and at
the end of it the country fell a victim first to Persia (final
conquest 342), then to Macedon, (Ptolemy I, 323), and last to
Rome, 31. Ruined by the "Lower Empire," (Commodus to
Constantine I), the Byzantines, 3:15-642 A.D., and the Arabs, the
country is at last recovering its prosperity under British
protection (commenced 1882).

On Sunday, March 5th. Mr. vVildman r~ad ~n the
Westcott Art School, at 3 p.ll., a paper on Pre-hIstonc Man
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before a small audience. He said that, the earth is supposed to
have been formed between 80-100 million years ago, or longer,
the first appearance of life is given as 50-go million, vegetation
3o-go, fishes 30-80, reptiles 25-70, birds 10-40, man is generally
thought to have come into existence from 50,000-40,000. His
existence starts with the old stone age: the np-w stone age
succeeded this in some places with no break, but in England
with a very definite break. This may have been caused by the
glacial periods, as at first the atmosphere was warm, but
towards the end of the Pleiocene period it began to get cold:
the land rose, and became covered with ice in the Pleistocene
Period. The land again sank and became warmer, and then
rose again. Great ice sheets extended over England north of
the Thames, though there are no signs of their coming further
south. It then became ,varm again. Various remains are found
of this period, mammals from the south and from the north and
Paloeolithic implements. After another severe glacial period
the present conditions gradually became established. Various
animals came into Britain and then it became separated from
the continent. The remaining are Neolithic, the Glacial Period
having driven out the connecting races.

The new stone age was succeeded by the bronze age in
Europe about 1800 n.c. In some places this may have been
preceded by a copper age. It was succeeded in central Europe
about 600 B.C. by the iron age or late Keltic Period. This
brings us to historic times. Egyptian documents give records
5000 B.C. and the Aegean civilization was 3000 B.C.

\Vhatever was the origin of man he certainly has developed
out of the savage. There is no golden age behind us. On the
earth at present there are two distinct types (a) a round-headed
type with straight hair, round in section, occupying all Asia
except India and Arabia; (b) a long-headed type with curly
short hair flat in section, which occupies three-quarters of
Africa, Melanesia and Tasmania. The peoples of Europe and
India seem to be hybrids, with hair oval in section and heads of
all shapes. In Europe there are three types (a) a long-headed,
fair-haired, tall Northern type often called Teutonic; (b) a
round-headed, shorter type, called Alpine; (c) a long-headed;
dark haired, swarthy, short type called Mediterranean. Palaeo
lithic men were probably like the last type.

Human skulls are generally classified by the Cephalic index.
This is found by dividing the breadth taken round the skull from
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ear to ear by the length taken over the skull from the eyes to
the back of the head, and multiplying this by 100. The
Germans do not use this method. A head whose index is
between 70 and 75 is called Dolicho Kephalic, 75-80 Mesati
Kephalic, 80-85 Brachi Kephalic. Very few skulls are thus
left unclassified. .-

The length of the thighbone multiplied by 100/27'5 gives
the total height.

Palaeolithic remains are very few. A few skulls have been
found, they are long shaped with low foreheads and very large
supercildary ridges (above the eyes). The classic land for
Palaeolithic implements is France. The implements are
roughly chipped flints, never polished. None have been found
in Dorset. Barrows are long and very large.

Owing to the bad weather the excursion to Montacute,
arranged by the kind invitation of Mr. Powys, did not take
place. "Ve must however thank Mr. Phelips for his kind
permission to go over Montacute House.

1602

1630

1660

1872

1865

Caccilli.
Gucdrolt.

Lawes.
Mozart.

Sclzubert.
ScllUllla1tll.

Sigurd Lie.
Grieg.

Grz'eg.

On Sunday, March 19th, at 3 p.m., in the Big Schoolroom,
Mr. Tester gave a most interesting lecture on "the Develop
ment of the Song" before a good audience. A selection of
songs was very beautifully sung in illu"tration by Mr. Dennis
and Mr. Milford.

The programme was:

Diteli voi
Aux Plaisirs
While I listen
To Chloe
Hark, hark, the lark

In May
Soft-footed Snow
Thy warning is good

Autumn Storms
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Threepence was charged for admission for non-members
and thus 7/9 was taken A business meeting was held after
wards, at which on the proposal of the Secretary, Mr. Tindall
seconding, Mr.. T. Falconer, o.s., was elected an honorary
member of the Society. Mr. Falconer is an architect and
Hon. Secretary of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society, which
at his proposal presented the Society with complete copies of
its Transactions, now in the Library. Mr. Falconer has helped
the Society greatly from its beginning, and it was felt that this
was the most fitting acknowledgement of his kindness..

The proceeds were given to the Trent Church Restoration
Fund. The fund still needs several hundred pounds. The
work is nearly completed. The tower was in a very unsafe
condition: parts of it had to be rebuilt, but it now stands safe.
An example of restoration such as it is seldom seen in Dorset.
It may be compared with that at Milborne Port.

ART SCHOOL.

The chief event of interest in the Art School was the most
interesting paper read by Mr. R. Harris, Art Master of St.
Paul's Scbool, on the value of Drawing. The paper was most
instructive, and we hope that it will increase the number of art
pupils, which is at present far too small. With larger numbers
Mr. Hudson would start a class for drawing from the life and
for modelling, and during the summer term an outdoor
sketching class.

Vigorous and sustained efforts, III inspiring which Mr.
Hudson was chIefly instrumental, in raising the number of
marks given to drawing in the Army Examination froIn 250-400;
but he hopes for more progress still.

Besides the army class which is working well there are
very few private tuition pupils. .Hughes has been confined to
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working for the Art Examinations in May. Burt-Smith is
doing excellent studies of casts in oil and charcoal, and
Adams ma. and Parham casts in charcoal. Wight mi. promises
well in water colour.

The fittings of the Art School are through the practical
sympathy and help of the Headmaster practically complete.
There are cupboards down the vVest end of the room; a folding
partition between the two rooms, and a bookcase for an art
library. To this Mr. Harris has very kindly presented the
latest Edition of his book on Geometrical Drawing. Mr.
Hudson would be very pleased to receive any contributions to
this Art Library: Books on Architecture, Painting, Sculpture,
Drawing, &c., would be welcome.

Mr. Hudson's School lecture on Michelangelo was most
interesting and instructive. l\Iichelangelo is Mr. Hudson's
favourite master and he is thoroughly acquainted with and in
sympathy with the art of him and of his brother artIst; the slides
were fine reproductions of these great works.

THE SCHOOL MUSEUM.

Although, we believe, strenUOllS work has been done in
ordering and naming our collection, the task is by no means
completed, and it is evident that those in charge will not rest
contented till every insect and foraminifer has been properly
classified.

The collection of butterflies and moths, including many
valuable specimens, is now at the University Museum, Oxford,
in the charge of Mr. Hann, and next Easter Mr. Bayzand will
be here again to name the fossils.

The curator informs us that he is particularly anxious to
draw up a list of the Old Shirburnianswho have presented
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specimens to the museum in the course of the last twenty years.
During removal and storage many of the labels have been lost,
and it is hoped therefore that all such donors will communicate
with Mr. Elliot Steel, informing him of the dates and particulars
of their gifts.

There are still a few things necessary to make the collection
complete. A collection of Dorset birds would be very desirable,
as the birds in the neighbourhood are in a very poor condition.
There are many empty spaces in the collections of Roman and
English coins, and a series of books of reference on Natural
History subjects might well be kept for reference in the Museum
itself'

O.SS. NEWS.

MARRIAGES.

Moore-Barker Ogden. On February 28th, at St. Stephen's,
Hampstead, by the Rev. C. Bate, Vicar of the Parish, C.
Gordon H. Moore, B.A. (Cantab.), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., elder son of
the late W. H. Moore and of Mrs. Moore, of Moorelands,
Malvern Wells, to Mrs. Barker Ogden, of Hampstead.

Horton-Kevan. On the 18th February, at Christ Church,
Heaton, Bolton, by the Venerable Archdeacon (\Vestcott) of
Norwich, assisted by the Rev. F. La Mothe, the Vicar, William
Stanley, eldest son of \VilEam Horton, J.P., of Colwyn Bay,
to Dorothy, eldest daughter of William Kevan, J.P.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kenneth Hunnybun has been admitted a Solicitor (3rd
Class Honours).

Dr. A. N. Whitehead has been appointed a representative
Member of Girton College for three years.

D. H. Kyd again unsuccessfully contested the Forest of
Dean Division in the Unionist interest.
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IDeatb.

PTOLEMY HENRY COLMER.

On 6th February, Ig11, at South Street
House, Yeovil, after an operation for appen
dicitis. Ptolemy Henry Colmer (e), aged

14 years.

We would wish to take this opportunity
of assuring Dr. and Mrs. Colmer of our deep
sympathy with them in their irreparable loss.

~bituar\?

MAJOR vV. A. S. KINCAID.

The death of Major W. A. S. Kincaid, of
the Royal Engineers, is announced by telegram
to have taken place suddenly at Lahore. Major
Kincaid was born in 1867, and entering the
Army in 1887 became captain in 18g8 and
and major in Ig05. He saw service in the
Tirah Campaign in 1897 and 1898 as assistant

field engineer.

59
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THE STRENUOUS LIFE.

[APRIL,

The great G. K. Chester ton remarks that there is a great
similarity between the modern athletic life of our schools and
the old monastic rule. \Ve are apt to scoff rather at the monks
as practising a life of strenuous labour and great hardship to no
apparent end, shutting themselves up from the world and from
nature and from pleasures to submit to a very exacting set of
rules, very rigidly enforced. But even the punishments of our
asceticism are the same as those of the old monks. If for any
reason, whether by negligence or by necessity, we fail to take
the prescribed exercise, if we are lazy at our work and our
minds wander, being lull of higher things, we too are beaten by
our prior. Now I do not say that this is not good. It is very
good for the mind of the young to be most strenuously discip
lined, whatever foolish form that discipline may take, however
useless the form may be in itself. For few will deny, after
careful consideration, that games are foolish things. The British
race indeed has a passion for them, and we find grown men who
only walk in the country to play golf. Those masters who set
the young athletes in their forms to write essays on Spring and
Autumn, and a walk in the country, should remember that no
one at school, except a few elderly and privileged people, takes
these walks in the country. We are indeed sent to run along
a certain dull road and back some twenty times a term, but
even then we do not try to look at the beauties of the scenery;
and if, perchance, being in a poetic mood, if it is possible to be
poetic wbile running in shorts and an ugly house jersey in the
midst of unpoetic shouting companions similarly clad, if
being in this mood you daudle, there is much likelihood that you
will be beaten on your return.

As I said above, these remarks are not meant to incite
rebellion against football, but to still it. I have heard many
complaints of this strenuousness of school life. Boys say that
they have not a moment to themselves, and no time to do that
work which particularly interests them. Let them be content
to bear these things. St. Anselm used to rebuke monks who
told him that the daily round of duties left them no time for
higher meditation: he charged them that they should put up

U\vitfi-these-flUng8-ana'see1f-iii-them-the--mofa:[aisctp11newhich
should save their souls.
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Do not complain! Do not seek after art! Do not love
nature! Football never improved any man's temper, nor did
competition of any sort improve his charity; all the more
honour to you if it does not ruin yours. Remember the value
of moral discipline, and above all remember the rod that is held
over you. \Vhat St. Anselm said to the monks that say I to
you-' Ye are idle.'

It is interesting to think out the good that perpetual games
does a man, and to contrast it with the good that a love of
nature does him. There is, indeed, much good done by games:
they make a boy disciplined, strong of body and will, energetic,
and, some assert, unselfish. On the other hand they cannot
possibly give that inward peace, that utter and exquisite joy in
things of beauty which are given to all by a love of nature.
Boys at school are not taught to love these things; if they do
love them they are prevented from intercourse with them, and
are looked upon as freaks. In consequence, when these boys
go home they know nothing of nature; if they are small, they
take away birds' eggs; if they are older, they delight in killing
birds or in hunting foxes. If they loved nature they would not
do these things. 'I know you,' said the ancient Egyptian sage
4000 yeaLs ago, 'you love the mountains; you love to go up
among them and kill things.'

1 warn you who aspire to be good at games, that you must
give up all else. You must give up work, which will give you a
cultivated mind and make you fit for your profes~ion, anJ will
give you those pleasures that will last all your life. One came
to me a few days ago and said' I have been trying to work hard
and to play hard, and I cannot stand the strain.' Those indeed
who are high in the School cannot so well sympathize with
these things. They are in' the meadow curiously beautified with
lilies and green all the year long. And here they may lie down
safely.' But as for you who are set in authority over games,
remember that the object of games is exercise, that they are in
themselves of little permanent importance, that they can easily
be ov~i-done. Be not like'the three sleepers, who were warned
to awake, and began to "say in this sort. Simple said' I see no
danger '; .. Sloth said .LYet a little more :.;leep'; and Presumption
said' Every tub must stand upon its own bottom.' "
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CORPS NEWS.

[APRIL,

On March 8th the Park was the scene of a fierce fight
waged under the directions of the Colour-Sergeants. The idea
was that Colour-Sergeant Robertson was a marauder who had
looted Pinford Farm, and was making off eastwards through
Haydon Village. His waggons having been loaded too heavily
broke down conveniently near Jerusalem Hill. Information of
this was brought to Colour-Sergeant Tozer, who with two Com
panies was sent from the Yeovil side to recover the booty. He
chose to advance up Lovers' Grove and throngh the woods on
the south side of the Park, resting his right flank on the Park
walls. He early deprived his enemy of definite knowledge of
his line of approach by capturing an unwary signaller in the act
of sending a message. But this made little difference to the dis
position of the defence, which had anticipated their opponents'
movements. The attack went smoothly if somewhat slowly
through the wood, and encountered no opposition until the open
ground was reached some 300 yards from the line of defence.
Here, through not advancing by rapid rushes and by not lying
down when halted, the attacking force must have suffered many
casualties. But by force of numbers they succeeded in estab
lishing themselves between the convoy and Haydon Village, and
eventually by a surreptitious use of the wall completely
enveloped the flanks of the defenders. At this point the battle
assumed its most unreal aspect; but at least it was a joy to look
one's enemy in the face and fire at him. Ammunition having
been practically exhausted, the combat ceased. For onlookers,
and for all, the afternoon provided good instruction. It could
have been wished that all section commanders might have been
spectators as well. They would then have fully realized the
fatal nature of the errors of not using all available means of
cover, such as depressions in the ground, not lying down flat in
the open, and not advancing at all possible speed when under
fire.

The Corps owes no small debt to Mr. F. J. B. vVingfield
Digby, not only for permitting the use of his ground, but also
for providing a most delectable tea. The Park certainly does
give admirable scope for small field practices, and we certainly
hope that Mr. Digby's kindness will find similar expression on
another occasion.
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On March 23rd the Annual Field Day was held on
Salisbury Plain. The day was cloudy and at the outset un
pleasantly stormy. It cannot be said that the excitement of
the operation was sufficient to distract attention from the
gloominess of the weather. After detraining at LUdgershaIl,
the contingent marched to Perham Down, where it was formed
up as part of No. 2 Battalion, commanded by Captain Dunkin.
The proceedings for the next hour and a half presented no
feature of military interest; and this delay, due apparently to
an inferior service of scouts, both damped the ardour of com
batants and ruined the particular idea of the side. About half
an hour before Cease Fire was expected to sound a movement
was made, Sherborne forming part of a long second line of
attack. At this point life was somewhat more entertaining,
crossing through hedges and bridgeless streams, forming a
pleasant contrast with eating oranges in idleness on a high road.
In the final moments there was presented the generally uncon
vincing spectacle of a huge host making an irregular and noisy on
slaught against the enemy's position. An immense amount of
firing went on, on the whole as dangerous to friend as to foe; and
just as the final charge was about to be made the bugles sounded
Cease Fire and Disper"e. The victory was judged to go to the
Defence, which delivered a successful counter-attack at the close
of the fight; but the attackers also came in for commendation
for the manner in which they worked over the ground.

Owing to the depredations of German measles, it was
determined not to hold the usual Drill Competition. Fortunately
this decision was arrived at sufficiently late to allow a large
number of section drills to be held with a view to the event.
Those who attended them need feel no regrets or suppose that
their labour was merely wasted.

The Editor regrets that, owing to the term ending sooner
than was expected, certain articles have been unavoidably

omitted in this number for lack of the necessary time.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of The Shirbumia1t.

[APRIL.

receipt of;
Ousel
Raven
Reptonian
Sutton Valence School
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Wellingtonian
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Dear Sir,
I would like to call your attention to the state of the instruments (of

torture) belonging to the Music House. In the two cells at the back are
to be found two pianos in the last stages of decay. For instance, two
consecutive notes in the very centre of the keyboard of one of these emit no
sound when struck., The piano on which lessons are given is of more
recent date and is as yet, comparatively speaking, without blemish. The
other room at the back contains an instrument bearing the title' The Piano
Resonator'; its tone entirely justifies this name. In one of the front
rooms there is an antique and shaky' grand,' which is safe only when the
soft pedal is applied; in the other, the tone of the piano is tolerable, but
the touch (I might almost call it the' pull-off') is very stiff and uneven.
The Authorities, I understand, are unwilling to do anythiug towards
providing new instruments. I would therefore suggest that we profit by
the example of a certain educational establishment not many miles distant,
which recently had the good fortune to have all its pianos destroyed by
fire, and that some person, bolder than I, should set on fire the Music
House with all that therein is. I am afraid that no less drastic action
would move the Authorities.

May I also suggest the adoption of ' Hymns Ancient and Modern' in
Chapel in phce of the School Hymn Book, which is limited in scope and
whose variae lecttones are not always happy. It contains very few desirable
hymns which are not also to be found in A. & M. The Choir already uses
the latter for the Music, and almost everyone has Hymns A. and M. at the
end of his prayer-book, so the proposed alteration would cost nothing.

I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully,

OUTIS.

CONTEMPORARIES.

The Editor acknowledges the
Blundellian
City of London School

Magazine
Clavinian
Clijtonian
Dovorian
Felstedian
Lancing College Magazine
M arlbttrian
Meteor (2)

and apologises for any accidental omissions,
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication shollld
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 3/6 including postage. The
Shirbllrnian is published six times in the year, twice each term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHER, as otherwise the
Shirbllrnian cannot possibly be forwarded to them. This applies
especially to subscribers entering or leaving the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the full
name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which will not be
opened if. the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers, the
whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of the
School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


